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A B S T R A C T

Software-defined network (SDN) architectures raise the question of how to deal with situations where the in-
direction via the control plane is not fast enough or not possible. In order to provide a high availability, con-
nectivity, and robustness, dependable SDNs must support basic functionality also in the data plane. In particular,
SDNs should implement functionality for inband network traversals, e.g., to find failover paths in the presence
link failures. This paper shows that robust inband network traversal schemes for dependable SDNs are feasible,
and presents three fundamentally different mechanisms: simple stateless mechanisms, efficient mechanisms
based on packet tagging, and mechanisms based on dynamic state at the switches. We show how these me-
chanisms can be implemented in today’s SDNs and discuss different applications.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Software-Defined Network (SDN) architectures distinguish between the data plane, consisting of the forwarding switches, and the control plane, consisting of one or multiple software controllers. Out-sourcing and consolidating the control over the data plane elements to a software controller simplifies the network management, and introduces new flexibilities as well as optimization opportunities, for instance, in terms of traffic engineering [1,2].

However, indirects via the control plane can at a cost, both in terms of communication overhead as well as latency. Indeed, the reaction time to data plane events in the control plane can be orders of magnitude slower compared to a direct reaction in the network [3]: especially for the recovery of failures, a slow reaction is problematic. Worse, the indirect via the control plane may not even be possible: a controller may be temporarily or permanently unreachable, e.g., due to a network partition, a computer crash, or even due to a malicious attack [4].

This is problematic today, as computer networks have become a critical infrastructure and should provide high availability. Over the last years, researchers and practitioners have put much effort into the design of more reliable and available SDN control planes. In these designs, redundant (and possibly also geographically distributed) controllers manage the network in a coordinated fashion [5–9].

Despite these efforts to improve the control plane performance, redundant controllers alone are not sufficient to ensure the availability of SDNs. First, the additional latency incurred by the redirection via the controller may still be too high, even if the controller is nearby. Moreover, if implemented inband, even with a distributed control plane, we face a bootstrap problem [10,11]: the communication channels between switches and controllers must be established and maintained via the data plane.

Accordingly, we in this paper argue that highly available and reliable Software-Defined Networks require basic connectivity services in the data plane. In particular, the data plane should offer functionality for inband network traversals or fail-safe routing: the ability to compute alternative paths after failures (a.k.a. failover). Moreover, it should support connectivity checks.

1.2. Challenges of inband mechanisms

We are not the first to observe the benefits of inband mechanisms [12–14]. Indeed, many modern computer networks already include primitives to support the implementation of local fast failover
mechanisms: mechanisms to handle the failures in the data plane directly.

For instance, in datacenters, Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing is used to automatically failover to another shortest path; in wide-area networks, networks based on Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) use Fast Reroute to deal with data plane failures [3]. In the SDN context, conditional rules whose forwarding behavior depends on the local state of the switch, have been introduced in recent OpenFlow versions [12,15]. Future OpenFlow versions are likely to include more functionality or even support maintaining dynamic network state, see for example the initiatives in the context of P4 [16] and OpenState [17].

However, implementing network traversals or computing failover paths is challenging, even with the possibility to define OpenFlow local fast failover rules. Mainly for two reasons:

1) The OpenFlow failover rules must be pre-computed and installed ahead of time, i.e., without knowledge of the actual failures.
2) Failover rules can only depend on the local state of the switch, i.e., the local link failures. A local rerouting decision may not be optimal, especially in the presence of additional failures occurring in other parts of the network.

1.3. The case for robust inband traversals

A local fast failover mechanism must essentially be able to perform a network traversal for failsafe routing: it should find a route from source to destination, despite failures. Such robust inband network traversals may also be a useful data plane service, e.g., to check network connectivity.

Ideally, a network traversal provides a maximal robustness, in the sense that any packet originating at s and destined to d will reach its destination independently of the location and number of link failures, as long as s and d belong to the same physically connected component.

Little is known today about the feasibility and efficiency of implementing robust inband network traversals in software-defined networks, the topic addressed in this paper. In particular, robust routing algorithms known from other types of networks such as MPLS, are sometimes impossible to implement without additional functionality at the switch, or inefficient (e.g., require large packet headers), and hence do not scale to large networks.

1.4. Our contributions

This paper studies the feasibility and efficiency of inband network traversals, a fundamental building block for more advanced data plane services of dependable SDNs, such as robust routing and connectivity testing.

We present a comprehensive approach, exploring conceptually different solutions which provide different tradeoffs in terms of overhead and performance:

1) Stateless mechanisms: We show that it is feasible to implement simple yet very robust data plane traversals using today’s OpenFlow protocol. In particular, we present a simple stateless scheme which is maximally robust: a route from source to destination is found, whenever this is possible. The disadvantage of this scheme are the potentially high and unpredictable route lengths.

2) Tagging mechanisms: We present more efficient robust traversals in a more advanced network model, using packet tagging, as it is also supported in OpenFlow. Our OpenFlow model and approach may be of independent interest, as it introduces an interesting new graph exploration problem.

3) Stateful mechanisms: Given the benefits of maintaining state in the packets, we further explore means to introduce state in an OpenFlow network. We show that, maybe surprisingly, using packet tagging is not the only way state can be introduced in OpenFlow traversals. In fact, it is possible to implement simple state machines on the switches, using the standard OpenFlow protocol, and we will refer to the corresponding state as inband registers. Moreover, we present an interesting and novel mechanism to store state in the hosts attached to the network, in a completely transparent manner, using MAC addresses to encode paths.

Finally, we discuss applications for a robust inband network traversal, including robust routing and efficient connectivity checks.

1.5. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the necessary background on SDN and OpenFlow. In Section 3, we present and discuss different robust traversal algorithms, using packet tagging, and in Section 5 we show how to introduce state in switches and hosts. In Section 6, we discuss applications. After reviewing related work in Section 7, we conclude with a discussion in Section 8.

2. Background and model

2.1. SDN and OpenFlow

Our work is motivated by the Software-Defined Networking paradigm, and especially OpenFlow, the predominant SDN protocol today. This section provides the necessary background on OpenFlow (focusing on the commonly used version 1.3). OpenFlow is based on a match-action concept: OpenFlow switches store rules (installed by the controller) consisting of a match and an action part. For example, an action can define a port to which the matched packet should be forwarded or change a header field (e.g., add or change a tag).

A new flow entry can either be installed proactively or reactively. In the reactive case, when a packet of a flow arrives at a switch and there is no matching rule, the table miss entry will be used. By default, upon a table miss, a packet is forwarded to the controller. Given such a packet-in event, the controller will create a new rule and push the new flow entry to this switch. The switch will then apply this rule to the packet. In the proactive case, flow entries are pushed to the switches ahead of time.

Each OpenFlow switch stores one or multiple flow tables, each of which contains a set of rules (a.k.a. flow entries). Flow tables form a pipeline, and flow entries are ordered according to priorities: A packet arriving at a switch is first checked by the rule of the highest priority in table 0: the fields of the data packet are compared with the match fields of that rule, and if they fit, some instructions (the actions) are executed; subsequently, lower priority rules are checked. Depending on the outcome of the table 0 processing, the packet may be sent to additional flow tables in the pipeline. Concretely, instructions can be used to define additional tables to be visited (goto instruction), to modify the set of to-be-applied actions (either by appending, deleting, or modifying actions), or immediately apply some actions to the packet. A meta-data field can be used to exchange information between tables. Part of the header can be inserted or removed from a packet via pushing and popping of labels and tags, e.g., of MPLS and Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) fields.

In general, a packet can be matched against any of its header fields, and fields can be wildcarded and sometimes bitmasked (e.g., the meta-data field is maskable). If no rule matches, the packet is dropped. The use of multiple flow tables (compared to a single one) can simplify management and also improve performance.

Our robust traversal algorithms make use of Group Tables, and especially the Fast Failover (FF) concept introduced in OpenFlow 1.3. The group table consists of group entries, and each group entry contains one or more action buckets. For the group entries of the fast failover type, each bucket is associated with a specific port (or group), and only
the buckets associated with a live port (or group) can be used. As we will see, we can exploit this mechanism to control the forwarding behavior of the switch, depending on the liveness of ports. Another important group type for us are select groups: the select group provides the possibility to link an action bucket to a port (or a group), and define different selection types (e.g., round-robin or all).

2.2. Model

Robust inband network traversals are a fundamental building block and useful data plane network service for dependable SDNs. In this paper, we explore the feasibility and efficiency of implementing very robust inband network traversals: We say that a traversal mechanism is maximally robust if it tolerates an arbitrary number of link failures: a route between source and destination is always found, whenever this is possible, i.e., as long as the underlying network is connected.

In order to implement robust traversals in OpenFlow, we make a smart use of the OpenFlow local fast failover mechanism. Computing such local failover tables for robust traversals however is non-trivial, as the forwarding rules need to be allocated before failure(s) happen, and as the rules can depend on local liveness information only.

We will sometimes refer to the initial network (before the failures occur) by $G_0$, and to the remaining “sub-graph” after the failures by $G_1$. The problem of how to implement robust traversals and compute failover tables for $G_1$ without knowing the actual failure scenario, i.e., $G_1$, is an algorithmic one.

As we will show in this paper, it is possible to implement maximally robust traversals in today’s OpenFlow protocol. However, different techniques come with different tradeoffs, in terms of route length (how long is the longest forwarding path in $G_1$, in terms of hops?), rule and table complexity (how many additional tables and rules per node are required to implement the robust traversal mechanism?) or tag complexity (how much header space is required for tagging?).

In the following, $n$ will denote the total number of network switches (the same in $G_0$ and $G_1$), $E$ will denote the set of links (total number: $m = |E|$), and $\Delta$ will refer to the maximal node degree in $G_0$. We will use subscripts, e.g., $\Delta_i$, to denote the corresponding value for the given node $v_i$, and assume that node’s ports are indexed from 1 to $\Delta_i$.

3. Stateless robust inband network traversal

We start by observing that a simple yet robust network traversal can be implemented in OpenFlow, using (pseudo-) random walks. Random walks are attractive as they do not require to store or maintain information about the current network configuration, neither at the switches, nor in the packets.

The main advantage of our scheme, henceforth called $RW_{alk}$, is that it can provide an alternative path for any link failure (as long as the remaining graph is connected). We can implement $RW_{alk}$ in standard OpenFlow using fast failover and select group type features. We set the bucket selection method to random. Similarly to the fast failover type FF, the select group type provides the possibility to link an action bucket to a port (or a group), and the bucket can be selected only if this port is live. When the packet that triggered the traversal arrives at a switch, the switch applies Gr 1 to it from the group table (cf. Table 1). In this group entry (of the select type) the switch will randomly select a bucket linked to a live switch port. Hence, at each switch the traversal packet is forwarded to a random live port.

Note that only one group table entry is needed to implement the traversal mechanism. This is important as switch memory is a critical resource. However, the route lengths are relatively high and subject to a high variance, see the qualitative results in Fig. 1: the plot is based on a small IGEN topology (delaunay triangulated), consisting of 20 switches and hosts connected to them, each link having a delay of 2 ms. Using pings, 100 packets each time, we analyze the RTT between two hosts connected at both ends of the network, before and after the failure (one link is broken along the default path between the hosts) occurs. Before the failure, the shortest path is used between the hosts (and it consists of 5 hops).

This variance motivates the more deterministic failover schemes developed in this paper.

4. Predictable traversals with tagging

While attractive for its simplicity and robustness, the random network traversal scheme presented in the previous section can result in long and unpredictable traversal paths. Worse, different packets from the same microflow may take different paths, potentially introducing many packet reorderings, which can negatively affect the Transmission Control Protocol’s (TCP’s) throughput. In the following, we show that more efficient traversals can be implemented by storing network traversal information in packet tags.

In the following, we first present a simple Depth-First Search (DFS)-like traversal scheme called $ineff$ – $DFS$. While it is deterministic, the disadvantage of $ineff$ – $DFS$ is that it requires much header space (linear in $n$, the network size). We will later present a more header-space efficient algorithm, $eff$ – $DFS$, requiring as little as $O(D \cdot \log n)$ space, where $D$ is the diameter of the network: $D$ is typically small.

The $ineff$ – $DFS$ algorithm traverses the network in a depth-first fashion, implicitly constructing a spanning tree. Towards this goal, for each node $v_i$, a certain part of the packet header $pkt.v_i.par$ is reserved to store the parent $v_{pi}$ of $v_i$: the node from which the packet was received for the first time (indicated by the incoming port $in$). There is also a reserved place to store the $pkt.v_i.cur$ variable which represents the output port of the switch being currently traversed by the algorithm (Fig. 2).

The $ineff$ – $DFS$ algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1 in pseudo-code. Here, $pkt.start = 0$ denotes that the traversal was not started yet. (Depending on the use case, see later, traversals can be started explicitly upon request, or are triggered for an existing packet hitting a failed link.) For example, a switch can be programmed to match a specific “codeword” in a packet and then initiate the traversal. Alternatively, a switch can use regular routing rules until a failure of the outgoing port is detected, which will trigger the traversal.

Upon reception of a traversal-triggering packet, a node starts the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Random walker: Group table for switch $i$.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr ID</td>
<td>Gr type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action buckets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr 1</td>
<td>SELECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\langle F_{wd} \rangle_{i=1..\Delta_i}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
algorithm by setting pkt.start to 1 and trying to send the packet (i.e., initiate the traversal) from the next live port, beginning with port 1. A node tries to forward the packet to each neighbor, and only when all the neighbors (connected to live ports) were traversed, the node returns the packet to its parent.

The implementation of the ineff – DFS includes three flow tables and a group table (see Table 2). Table A checks whether the traversal has already started and if not, starts it. All groups in the group table are of type Fast-Failover, which means that each action bucket is coupled to a port (forwarding port in our case), and the first bucket with a working port is applied to the packet.

Each of the groups Gr cur.par, cur ∈ [1, Δi], par ∈ [0, Δi − 1], tries to find the next working port: it starts from port cur, skips the parent port par, and forwards back to the parent par only if all the previous ports have failed. Notice that the case when pkt. v. par = Δi is handled using the group Gr cur.0.

Once a packet was forwarded by the group Gr 1.0, its pkt.start bit will be set to 1, thus, when it is received by the next switch, it is passed to Table B; Table B will apply the corresponding group according to the pkt.v.par and pkt.v.par fields. If pkt.v.par is 0, Table B will save the input port to the pkt.v.par field. When all the neighbors are traversed, the packet is returned to the parent using Table C. The detailed OpenFlow tables for this algorithm appear in Table 2.

Notice that the traversal algorithm does not include the triggering mechanism since it depends on the specific application. For example, in the failover application, a switch can use an additional Group Table entry that will first try the default route for the given destination and if that port is failed, the next bucket in this entry will send the packet to the Gr 0.0 entry that actually starts the traversal algorithm. Another application may request a network traversal (e.g., for some data/statistics collection or connectivity check) by sending a packet with a specific predefined “codeword”. Once the switch matches this codeword it can initiate the traversal by sending the packet to Table A (i.e., if match(codeword) then goto Table A).

4.1. More efficient traversals with tagging

Given this basic scheme, we now present a more efficient traversal. We propose a distributed, DFS-like traversal in which a packet is allowed to perform DFS up to a maximum depth maxdist. Assuming maxdist is at least the diameter of the network (i.e., in G1, after the failures had occurred), such a traversal is guaranteed to traverse all the nodes.

The pseudocode of our algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The packet header includes the tag T consisting of many cells, as well as the global parameters: pkt.start and pkt.dist. Each cell of the tag T consists of three fields: T↓ · ]ID, the ID of a node which is currently using this cell, T↓ · ]par, the port connected the node’s parent in the traversal, and T↓ · ]cur, the port connected to the node’s successor which is currently being traversed. Note that only maxdist cells need to be allocated in this scheme.

The pkt.start field indicates whether the traversal procedure has started. It is set by the node which first received the packet triggering the traversal. This node is called the root of the traversal. The pkt.dist field keeps track of how far from the traversal’s root the packet is located.

When a switch v receives a packet, it first inspects the pkt.start field to check whether the traversal has started, and if not, starts it: First, the switch initializes the global parameters pkt.start and pkt.dist. Then it indicates that it will use the first cell in the tag T, sets its port to the parent to 0 (the root has no parent), and sets T[pkt.dist].cur and the output port to 1 (i.e., traversing successors starting with port 1).

Then we check whether the output port set by the switch is working or whether it is connected to its parent. In both cases the switch will try the next port (while loop on Line 25). If all potential ports (from out to Δi, the last port of switch v) have been tried, the switch has finished traversing all its successors, and the packet is returned to the parent. Before returning the packet to the parent, the switch removes itself from the tag T, by setting the T[pkt.dist].ID field to 0, and decrementing the current path length by 1 (Lines 32,33). When a packet is sent to the next successor, the distance from the root increases (Line 35).

If a switch receives a packet which is already performing the traversal (i.e., pkt.start is 1), it checks whether the packet’s distance from the root reached its maximum or whether the switch’s ID is already present in T somewhere before the last cell T[pkt.dist] (see Line 9). The first part of the condition implies that the packet had reached its maximum permitted distance from the root, and the second part implies that the switch is already in the current traversal path, but not at the last position. In both cases the packet is returned back to the port from which it has been received.

Next, a switch checks whether it received this packet for the first time, in which case it initializes the T[pkt.dist] cell and uses its fields to save the port which is connected to the switch’s parent (Line 13). Then, on Lines 16 and 17, the switch sets the output port to the next successor it needs to traverse, and saves this port in the T[pkt.dist].cur field. In case the next port is larger than Δi, this implies that all the successors were traversed, and the packet is sent to the parent (Lines 19–24).

Notice that when the root needs to return the packet to its parent (which does not exist), this implies that the traversal is finished and the packet should be dropped (Lines 21 and 31).

Implementing the eff – DFS traversal in OpenFlow is non-trivial. Overall, there are five flow tables and a group table. In order to make the group table representation more compact, we use in order to make the group table representation more compact, we use in order to make the group table representation more compact, we use the following notation to indicate a sequence of k action buckets: (action(j)) j=1,2,...,k. That is, in each bucket in the sequence, j is replaced by the next number in the sequence, j, j, ... Δi. The group IDs have the form cur.par where cur is the value of T[pkt.dist].cur in the packet, i.e., the port which is currently traversed, and par is the value of T[pkt.dist].par. The detailed OpenFlow tables for this algorithm appear in Table 3.

Table A checks whether the traversal procedure has already started and if not, starts it by invoking group Gr 0.0 from the group table. Gr 0.0 initializes the required fields in the packet and invokes Gr 1.0 (i.e., chains it), which in turn will try to forward the packet to the next working port, starting from port 1. Tables B and C implement the condition on Line 9 in Algorithm 2. Table E implements Lines 19–24, i.e., sends the packet to its parent. Lines 29–33 are used to send the message to the parent, using the group tables in groups Δi + 1. par: in this case, the port(s) preceding the parent port failed.
**Input:** current node: \( v_i \), input port: \( in \), traversal global parameter in packet: \( pkt.start \), packet tag array: \( \{ pkt.v_j \}_{j \in [n]} \)

**Output:** output port: \( out \)

1. if \( pkt.start = 0 \) then
2. \( pkt.start \leftarrow 1 \)
3. \( out \leftarrow 1 \)
4. else
5. if \( pkt.v_i.cur = 0 \) then
6. \( pkt.v_i.par \leftarrow in \)
7. else if \( pkt.v_i.cur \neq in \) then
8. \( out \leftarrow in \)
9. goto 20
10. \( out \leftarrow pkt.v_i.cur + 1 \)
11. if \( out = \Delta_i + 1 \) then
12. \( out \leftarrow pkt.v_i.par \)
13. goto 20
14. while \( out \) failed or \( out = pkt.v_i.par \) do
15. \( out \leftarrow out + 1 \)
16. if \( out = \Delta_i + 1 \) then
17. \( out \leftarrow pkt.v_i.par \)
18. goto 20
19. \( pkt.v_i.cur \leftarrow out \)
20. return \( out \)

*Algorithm 1. Algorithm INEFF-DFS.*
Each of the groups \( Gr_{cur \ par} \), \( cur \in \{1, ..., \Delta_i\} \), \( par \in \{0, ..., \Delta_i - 1\} \), tries to find the next working port: it starts from the port \( cur \) and skips the parent port \( par \). If all the ports have failed, the additional bucket \( Gr_{\Delta_i + 1 \ par} \) will forward the packet back to the parent \( par \). Notice that in the case the parent is 0, there are no additional buckets: the root of the traversal does not have a parent.

### 4.2. Alternative: Iterative Depth-DFS

It is easy to extend our approach to header-space efficient “breadth-first” traversals, or more specifically: Iterative Depth-DFS (IDDFS) traversals. The basic idea is to increase \( maxdist \) one-by-one. We start the DFS algorithm with \( maxdist = 1 \): only the 1-hop neighborhood of the traversal root will be explored. Once the packet returned back to the root, instead of discarding it (the default behavior of our DFS scheme), the root will increment \( maxdist \) and restart the DFS traversal. This time the 2-hops neighborhood of the root will be traversed. In the same manner, we continue to increase \( maxdist \) up to the diameter of the network \( G_i \) (the resulting network after the failures). Eventually, the whole network will be traversed while the nodes are discovered in the BFS-like order.

### 5. Short routes with state

We have shown that the possibility to store state in the packet headers, using tagging, can be useful to overcome some of the downsides of the random walk scheme. In this section, we further explore the possibility of leveraging state information for the traversals. In particular, we show that, maybe surprisingly, using packet tagging is not the only way state can be introduced in OpenFlow traversals. In fact, it is possible to implement simple state machines on the switches, using the standard OpenFlow protocol, and we will refer to the corresponding state as inband registers. Moreover, we present an interesting and novel mechanism to store state in the hosts attached to the network, in a completely transparent manner, using MAC addresses to encode paths. We will refer to this state as host-based registers. For example, such state can be exploited to store shortest paths, which have recently been discovered during network traversals.

#### 5.1. In-band registers

Our OpenFlow in-band register implements multiple (small) counters which are stored in the switch and support fetch-and-increment operations while processing different packets. In the following, we will use the terms register and counter interchangeably. The in-band register can be read and updated while packets are processed in the OpenFlow pipeline. In-band registers can be implemented using a group table with \( \log_2k \) groups of the round-robin bucket selection policy (an optional feature of OpenFlow 1.3), and each group contains 2 action buckets (see Table 4). Each group represents a bit of the counter, i.e., for a counter that counts from 0 to \( k - 1 \) we need \( \log_2k \) bits (groups). Fetching a counter is done by applying all the \( \log_2k \) groups \( Gr_x \), and the value of the counter will be written to the packet’s tag \( \text{pkt.cnt.x} \) (\( x \in \{1, ..., \log_2k\} \)).

In order to preserve the value of the counter after the fetch, the following steps need to be implemented. After fetching the counter, all its bits will be flipped (due to the round-robin type of the groups), thus, we need now to flip them one more time in order return the counter to its original value. This can be done by applying all the \( \log_2k \) groups \( Gr_x \), and the value of the counter will be written to the packet’s tag \( \text{pkt.cnt.x} \) (\( x \in \{1, ..., \log_2k\} \)) once again.

Let us now describe how to set a new value to the in-band register. Assume that the fetched counter’s value is stored bitwise in the packet’s fields \( \text{pkt.cnt.x} \) and the desired counter’s value is stored in the metadata \( \text{new.x} \), where \( x \in \{1, ..., \log_2k\} \). Now we create a table that matches all possible combinations of \( \text{pkt.cnt.x} \) and \( \text{new.x} \) (this will require \( k^2 \) entries). The action will consist of applying groups \( Gr_y \) where \( y \in \{\text{pkt.cnt.i = new.i}\} \). The latter is true since the first fetch already flipped the value of the bit \( y \) and thus we need another flip to make the counter’s bit \( y \) be equal to \( \text{new.y} \).

This implementation uses \( 2 \log_2k \) bits for matching in the flow tables (flow tables are used to preserve or set counter values), and requires up to \( \log_2k \) actions per entry.

Note that the register implementation (fetching and setting) requires to access the group table twice, interleavingly with flow tables;
\textbf{Input:} current node: \textit{v}, input port: \textit{in}, traversal global parameters in packet: (\textit{pkt.start}, \textit{pkt.dist}), preallocated packet tag array of length \textit{maxdist}: \textit{T}

\textbf{Output:} output port: \textit{out}

\begin{algorithm}
1: \textbf{if} \textit{pkt.start} = 0 \textbf{then}
2: \hspace{1em} \textit{pkt.start} $\leftarrow$ 1
3: \hspace{1em} \textit{pkt.dist} $\leftarrow$ 0
4: \hspace{1em} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].ID $\leftarrow$ \textit{i}
5: \hspace{1em} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].par $\leftarrow$ 0
6: \hspace{1em} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].cur $\leftarrow$ 1
7: \hspace{1em} \textit{out} $\leftarrow$ 1
8: \textbf{else}
9: \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} \textit{pkt.dist} = \textit{maxdist} \textbf{or}
10: \hspace{2em} \exists k < \textit{pkt.dist} for which \textit{T}[$k$].ID = \textit{i} \textbf{then}
11: \hspace{2em} \textit{pkt.dist} $\leftarrow$ \textit{pkt.dist} + 1
12: \hspace{2em} \textit{out} $\leftarrow$ \textit{in}
13: \hspace{2em} \textbf{return} \textit{out}
14: \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].cur = 0 \textbf{then}
15: \hspace{2em} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].par $\leftarrow$ \textit{in}
16: \hspace{2em} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].ID $\leftarrow$ \textit{i}
17: \hspace{2em} \textit{out} $\leftarrow$ \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].cur + 1
18: \hspace{2em} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].cur $\leftarrow$ \textit{out}
19: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} \textit{out} = $\Delta_i + 1$ \textbf{then}
20: \hspace{3em} \textit{out} $\leftarrow$ \textit{T}[$\textit{dist}$].par
21: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} \textit{out} = 0 \textbf{then}
22: \hspace{3em} \textbf{Drop packet and exit}
23: \hspace{3em} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].cur $\leftarrow$ 0
24: \hspace{3em} \textit{pkt.dist} $\leftarrow$ \textit{pkt.dist} + 1
25: \hspace{3em} \textbf{return} \textit{out}
26: \hspace{1em} \textbf{while} \textit{out} failed \textbf{or} \textit{out} = \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].par \textbf{do}
27: \hspace{2em} \textit{out} $\leftarrow$ \textit{out} + 1
28: \hspace{2em} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].cur $\leftarrow$ \textit{out}
29: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if} \textit{out} = $\Delta_i + 1$ \textbf{then}
30: \hspace{3em} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].par $\leftarrow$ \textit{out}
31: \hspace{3em} \textbf{if} \textit{out} = 0 \textbf{then}
32: \hspace{4em} \textbf{Drop packet and exit}
33: \hspace{3em} \textit{T}[$\textit{pkt.dist}$].cur $\leftarrow$ 0
34: \hspace{3em} \textit{pkt.dist} $\leftarrow$ \textit{pkt.dist} + 1
35: \hspace{2em} \textbf{return} \textit{out}
36: \hspace{1em} \textbf{return} \textit{out}
\end{algorithm}

\textbf{Algorithm 2.} Algorithm of DFS.
however common OpenFlow switches support group table access only at the end of the flow tables pipeline. We can overcome this limitation by making each packet to be processed twice in the switch. This can be implemented by physically interconnecting two of the switch ports (i.e., creating a physical loopback), or by asking a neighboring switch to return the packet back if a certain bit in the packet is set. Moreover, we expect that future OpenFlow switches would support more flexible group table accesses and more field actions.

Table 3

**eff − DFS: Flow and Group tables of switch i.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Table A (Start)</th>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pkt.start</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Gr 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Table B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Table C</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T[0].ID</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T[1].ID</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T[maxdist−1].ID</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ pkt.dist ← pkt.dist − 1, Fwd in \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Table B</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pkt.dist</td>
<td>Table C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Table E (Send-Parent)</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pkt.v1.par</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Δi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ T[pkt.dist].cur ← 0, pkt.dist ←(pkt.dist − 1), Fwd 1 \]

\[ T[pkt.dist].cur ← 0, pkt.dist ←(pkt.dist − 1), Fwd 2 \]

\[ T[pkt.dist].cur ← 0, pkt.dist ←(pkt.dist − 1), Fwd \ Δi \]

**Flow Table D**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>T[pkt.dist].cur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T[pkt.dist].par</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δi</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δi−1</td>
<td>Δi−1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δi</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

\[ Δi \]

**Group Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gr ID (cur.par)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Action buckets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>(pkt.start ← 0, pkt.dist ← 0, T[pkt.dist].ID ← Δi, T[pkt.dist].par ← 0, Gr 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← 1, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd j)_{j=1,2,3,Δi}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← 1, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd j)_{j=2,3,Δi}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← 1, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd j)_{j=Δi,1,Δi}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δi,0</td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.x</td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← 1, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd j)_{j=1,2,3,Δi}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.x</td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← 1, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd j)_{j=2,3,Δi}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← 1, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd j)_{j=Δi,1,Δi}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δi−1</td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi−1, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi−1, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δi−1 + x</td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi−1, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>(T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi−1, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Δi,Δi           | FF   | (T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi) |
| ...             |      | (T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi) |
| Δi,Δi           | FF   | (T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi) |
| ...             |      | (T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi) |

| Δi,Δi           | FF   | (T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi) |
| ...             |      | (T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi) |
| Δi,Δi           | FF   | (T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi) |
| ...             |      | (T[pkt.dist].cur ← Δi, pkt.dist ← pkt.dist + 1, Fwd Δi) |
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5.2. Host-based registers

We next present an interesting alternative scheme to store state in the network: host-based registers. Host-based registers leverage the hosts’ ARP caches to store per-destination information (e.g., efficient routing paths learned during a traversal), encoded in terms of MAC addresses. The solution is completely transparent to the hosts (and IP layer).

The registers are written by sending the host a (gratuitous) ARP reply message with specific (destination) host as source-IP and the register value as source-MAC (src_mac). Reading the registers is automatically performed for every transmitted packet, as the register value is set as destination-MAC (dst_mac), and can be used by the OpenFlow switches.

Next, we describe how these registers can be used to store and follow paths. First we show how short paths can be aggregated and packed into an ARP reply message. Later we show how a path encoded thereby the one hop can be reversed (reversed to the aggregation order), and the VLAN tag is stored as VLAN tag: it includes copying the src_mac to a metadata field (using the OpenFlow 1.5 copy field action), setting the 4 bits at offset 0* 44 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 2* 36 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 1* 40 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 8 .

5.2.1. Aggregating paths for host-based registers

In order to aggregate a path for host-based registers, every node along the path appends the in-port to the current path array, thereby allowing backward replay of the path. As described in Table 5, the appending operation is performed according to the current hop number stored as VLAN tag: it includes copying the src_mac to a metadata field (using the OpenFlow 1.5 copy field action), setting the 4 bits at offset 0* 44 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 2* 36 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 1* 40 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 8 .

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gr id</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Action buckets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>&lt;pkt.cnt.1 ← 0&gt;, &lt;pkt.cnt.1 ← 1&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>&lt;pkt.cnt.2 ← 0&gt;, &lt;pkt.cnt.2 ← 1&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log k</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>&lt;pkt.cnt.log k ← 0&gt;, &lt;pkt.cnt.log k ← 1&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5

Aggregating paths for host-based registers. VLAN tag indicates the hop number and thereby the offset to append the in-port inside the src_mac. Writing to metadata[i] is actually setting the four bits at offset 4* 44 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 2* 36 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 1* 40 ⋅ 2 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 8 .

Table 6

Following paths stored in host-based registers. VLAN tag indicates the hop number and thereby the offset to match inside the dst_mac which indicates the output port.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pkt.vlan</td>
<td>pkt.dstmac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>pkt.vlan ← 1, forward 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>pkt.vlan ← 2, forward 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>pkt.vlan ← 3, forward 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D − 1</td>
<td>pkt.vlan ← 0, forward 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>pkt.vlan ← 1, forward D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>pkt.vlan ← 2, forward D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>pkt.vlan ← 3, forward D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D − 1</td>
<td>pkt.vlan ← 0, forward D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

hopnumber to the 4 bits encoding of the in-port, and copying the metadata back to src_mac.

5.2.2. Following paths stored in host-based registers

When a host sends a packet to some destination host (represented by its IP), the packet holds the path as the dst_mac. In order to follow the path, each node along the path extracts the current port and forwards to this port. As described in Table 6, the extraction of each hop is performed backward (reversed to the aggregation order), and the VLAN tag is used to indicate the current offset in the dst_mac to consider as next hop port.

6. Applications

Our traversal schemes come with interesting applications. In the following, we present a robust routing application and a connectivity testing application. We discuss different implementation variants based on packet tagging as well as based on the registers introduced in the previous section.

6.1. Failover routing

In legacy networks, distributed protocols such as the Layer-2 Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) are used to update the configuration of each network element (switch/router) in response to network changes, for example link failures. Typically, a link failure is noticed by an incident network element, which then propagates the information to neighbors, etc. As such, these protocols ensure that hosts stay connected, as long as the physical network is connected.

In SDNs, events are dispatched to a logically centralized controller, which seeks to maintain a global view of the network, and pushes new forwarding rules to all switches, in response to network changes. In addition, SDN switches can be configured with in-band failover rules which react to local failures (without controller intervention).

In the following, we discuss how to use traversals to implement robust routing in the presence of (possibly many and simultaneous) failures. The in-band approach is relevant as it can also operate in cases where the control plane is unavailable. While our failover scheme could in principle be applied to the entire traffic, in practice, it can make sense to reroute only the flows of some critical applications. Indeed, the traffic engineering flexibilities of OpenFlow and the possibility to match not only Layer-2 but also Layer-3 and Layer-4 header fields, as well as the possibility to tag packets at ingress ports (e.g., using an intrusion detection system), allows for a fine-grained failover, where uncritical
flows or very heavy flows are dropped when links fail, while critical and light flows are rerouted. For example, it can make sense to prioritize (and reroute) only flows containing control messages, or flows providing connectivity between the switch and any controller. Time un-critical and/or large flows such as flows for Dropbox synchronization, do not necessarily have to be rerouted inband.

6.1.1. Using plain traversals

Given our inband traversals, it is straight-forward to implement failover routing applications: whenever a packet encounters a failed link along its path, it is diverted to an alternative link (according to Random Walk, DFS and BFS), eventually reaching the destination. While a random walk approach is simple and does not require any resources of the packet, the DFS and BFS schemes require some header space but also result in shorter and deterministic route lengths.

6.1.2. Improved version: Spanning trees with inband registers

With the concept of inband registers, we can construct a spanning tree. Within a spanning tree, simple forwarding rules can help any packet to traverse the network without using additional (packet) space. The main idea is to use inband registers to save the in-port to out-port mapping according to the one DFS traversal while performing a single DFS traversal. Then any packet can follow this mapping and perform a DFS traversal without storing any state in the packet.

6.1.3. Shortest paths with inband and host registers

Using inband registers, we can also implement inband shortest path routing. This routing can be established upon request, or triggered by an event (such as a path failure), and once computed, it can assist every packet. The main idea is to use an inband register to save the parent port ID which emerges during a network traversal, using the IDDFS traversal algorithm. Each traversal initiated from some root node i will store the parent port IDs in every node. These parent ports are later used to route packets for destination i. To support routing to every node, we will initiate a traversal from each node, keeping unique parent IDs per destination, in every node. Following the parent ports of a traversal, we will route a packet along the path to the root. Since the resulting paths were created by the IDDFS traversal algorithm, they are the shortest paths.

We can achieve a similar result also by using per-destination host registers. When detecting a shortest path with IDDFS traversal, we can maintain the current path to the root in the packet and store it in the registers of the hosts attached to the current node (where the destination is the root), rather than in the node’s inband registers. Later, when one of the hosts tries to reach that root, the host register value is read and attached to the packets; hence, the switches can route accordingly.

In Table 7, we compare the performance of the above failover schemes. We can see the tradeoff between the maximum number of hops and the amount of the state used. While the Random Walk approach uses no state, the traversal paths can be very long. We can also see the benefit of the eff − DFS over the ineff − DFS in terms of a packet header space used. The Spanning Tree and the Shortest Paths approaches do not require any packet header space once the in-band register were initialized. For example, in a small Clos datacenter [18], we may have $\Delta = 48$ port switches. Thus, in our implementation of RWalk, we will have one group table with one entry. ineff − DFS requires three flow tables, one with two entries, one with $\Delta = 48$ entries and one with one with $\Delta^2$ entries, as well as one group table with $\Delta^2$ entries. eff − DFS requires five flow tables, two with two entries, two with $\Delta$ entries, and one with $\Delta^2$ entries; moreover, we need a group table with $\Delta^2$ entries.

6.2. Connectivity queries

A query mechanism to check the connectivity status between hosts is crucial for dependable networked systems, e.g., for emergency or disaster handling, but for example also in the context of distributed SDN control applications in datacenters [19].

6.2.1. One time queries

Our traversal algorithms (Random Walk, DFS, BFS) not only provide a guaranteed message delivery as long as the underlying network is physically connected, but they can also be used to indicate dis-connectivity. A one time connectivity query can be implemented in the following way: A traversal is used to search the destination, up to a certain hop limit. If the destination is reached, another traversal is used to inform the source. If the hop limit is reached before reaching the destination, a second traversal is issued to inform the source. Depending on the traversal technique, it may be possible to keep the path information during the first traversal, such that the response can be sent backward, without the need for a second traversal.

By using per-destination host registers, we can make the reply to a query follow the detected path (in case it is short enough), or at least to assist its traversal, without any modification to the queried host.

6.2.2. Connectivity service

Traversals can be also used to implement connectivity service for hosts [19], in the following way. Each host, upon request or by configuration, actively initiates new traversals, multicasting its liveness status. All interested subscribers can be informed, in a publish/subscribe manner, using rules on their attached OpenFlow switch. Traversals are numbered using increasing IDs, to avoid multiple visits of the same traversal (e.g., in case of network loops or the random walk based traversal).

Similar to failover routing, inband registers can vastly improve the performance of the queries. For example, in the connectivity service, each switch, before it forwards the current traversal to the subscribers, can verify whether the current traversal uses a larger ID than the previous one. By performing the connectivity test from all switches, switches keep track of the last traversal IDs of each other, speeding up one time queries further: it is then sufficient to check the attached switch for a change in the relevant traversal IDs.

Note that allowing ICMP ping packets to be sent using traversals, we turn them into (one time) physical network queries. Compared to a distributed application based on ICMP probing, requiring $n^2$ packets, our service uses a linear number of packets only.

7. Related work

While the benefits of more centralized network architectures enabled by protocols like OpenFlow [20] and segment routing [21] have attracting much interest from both researchers and operators, the question of which functionality can and should remain in the data plane is subject to ongoing discussions.

There exist several empirical studies showing that link failures, even simultaneous ones, do occur in different networks [22,23], including wide-area [24] and datacenter networks [25]. For example, it has been reported that in a wide area network, a link fails every 30 minutes on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>#hops</th>
<th>Packet space</th>
<th>Per switch space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random walk</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ineff − DFS</td>
<td>$O(m)$</td>
<td>$O(n \log \Delta)$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eff − DFS</td>
<td>$O(m)$</td>
<td>$O(n \log n)$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eff − IDDFS</td>
<td>$O(2m)$</td>
<td>$O(n \log n)$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanning tree</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\Delta^2 \log \Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest paths</td>
<td>$O(D)$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$n \log n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
average [26].

Commercial networks today usually rely on routing schemes such as OSPF, IS-IS, and MPLS reroute traffic, which however do not come with formal guarantees under multiple failures. Accordingly, backbone networks are usually largely over-provisioned.

Moreover, it is well-known that reactions to even a single link failure can be slow in traditional networks based on a distributed control plane: in the order of tens of milliseconds or even seconds, depending on the network; much higher than packet forwarding intervals (in the order of usec in Gbps networks) [27].

More systematically, existing robust routing mechanisms can be classified according to whether a single link/node failure [28–30] or multiple ones can be tolerated [31]. Alternatively, they can be classified into static and dynamic ones. Dynamic tables and using link reversals [32,33] can yield very robust networks, but require dynamic tables. Finally, one can also classify existing mechanisms as basic routing schemes [34,35], schemes exploiting packet-header rewriting [36,37], and (randomized) routing with packet-duplication [38]. While packet-header rewriting can improve resiliency, it can be problematic in practice, especially under multiple failures, as header space (and rule space) is limited.

The works closest to ours are by Feigenbaum [27], Chiesa et al. [38,39], Stephens et al. [37,40], and Borokhovich and Schmid [41]. Feigenbaum [27] introduces the notion of perfect resilience, resilience to arbitrary failures. Chiesa et al. [39] focus on “scalable” static failover schemes that rely only on the destination address, the packets incoming link, and the set of nonfailed links incident to the router. The authors find that per-incoming link destination-based forwarding tables are a necessity as destination-based routing alone is unable to achieve robustness against even a single link failure, and, moreover, entails computationally hard challenges. In [38], Chiesa et al. study failover routing in different models with and without packet marking but also with duplication, and present several new algorithms, in contrast to our paper, also considering the stretch but also deriving impossibility results.

Stephens et al. [37,40] present a new forwarding table compression algorithm called Plinko [37,40], which however cannot provide robustness guarantees in all possible failure scenarios. Chiesa et al. [42] recently proposed a systematic algorithmic study of the resiliency of immediate failover in a variety of models.

More generally, from an algorithmic perspective, our work is related to the field of graph exploration, see, e.g. [43–46] for an overview. In particular, the deterministic analogue of our stateless random walk is known as the rotor router (sometimes also called Propp machine or particular, the deterministic analogue of our stateless random walk is known as the rotor router (sometimes also called Propp machine or
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